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A LOOKBACK ON OUR YEAR! 

This semester was all about building for me. Getting us in slider lines
has greatly improved my skills in terms of staying in sync with my
teammates. Pulling the 2k pair with Chad was a great way to see my
work pay off. - Cory Brower '23

I loved getting to know the novices and having lunch with them every
week! As captain, it was important to me to have good team bonding
opportunities (especially during COVID) and I feel like these weekly
lunches were a really fun way to do that! - Anisha Vanka '22

I loved being able to meet and welcome new novices! - Matt Hill '21 

 This semester was a great way for me to improve at rowing, but it’s
also been so much more. Whether it was laughing over crew stories at
Caf after Saturday practice, meeting our Boat Buddies, or enjoying ice
cream in CW, I got to meet people who I wouldn’t have otherwise -
and those people are all wonderful to be around. Being on the team
this semester was an awesome antidote to the stresses and isolation
of COVID. Thanks for continuing through this challenging year! - Leo
Murphy '24

I got to meet a ton of new people and see people be introduced to my
favorite sport! - Abby Fitzsimmons '22

This semester made me a lot stronger and got me excited for the next
racing season. - Jimmy Anglim '23

Although it has been tough to stay motivated this semester, I know
that I will be a better rower because of it. - Neel Tambe '23

 I loved being part of a team and working towards a common interest.
My favorite part of the season was having team lunch after Saturday
practice! - Grace Morales '24

Camaraderie was at the fore this semester. Every time the world
turned upside down, I was uplifted by the chance to go crazy on the
ergs with a good group of people. - Ian DeHaven '23

This semester was definitely challenging with no water practices and
erging with masks, but I'm so proud of how well the team was able to
bond this year despite the challenging circumstances. - Jay Ford '22 
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